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The  air  was  thin  that  evening  and  it  was  difficult  to  compose  my  breathing.  But  there  was 

something else, I was under duress. Visibly uncomfortable, I clutched at breaths with less rhythm or 

poise than an asthmatic jogger. I had never socialised in such a crude way. It would have suited me 

to leave the evenings mingling unfinished and make haste to my dank apartment and its many 

creepy crawlies. This sardonic couple, who had exposed my guise of composure the moment they 

entered the room with a single, rugged glance, were due cause for lack of calm. They sat facing me.

She looked the older of the two. Her face carried the burden of many years, embodied by frowns 

and scrutiny-charged furrows. The trenches in her forehead could have concealed a legion of primed 

soldiers; the depth ample base for any impending offensive. I concentrated to stop her grim thoughts  

from rending my mind. 

As a corpse wears a  morbid reminder of mortality,  her expression was indicative of wicked 

intentions. Butterflies drowned in my stomach as I pained to avoid her fix. My defunct family had 

often roused similar discomfort in me. But even their irksome taunts could not reproduce her foul,  

damp smell of dust on grease; an odour that accompanied Granddad underground but hopefully not 

beyond. I felt the urge to crawl inside my brain and whimper. White noise fogged up my mind.

Staring at me, she bore blunt teeth and I cringed at the width of her mouth. It was as if her eyes 

made ork-like grunts and her explosive breathing controlled their focus. What a pig. I would not 

listen to her stare. What she was trying to tell me with those judging eyes I’ll never know. Stay 

back? I know what you’re after? I imagined her standing in triumph over Simon Cowell and Judge 

Judy, snorting at the ease of their submission; their still beating hearts discolouring her knuckles as 

she tightened her grip to their last beat. For a brief moment the pressure eased, as he intervened with 

the offer of tea and scones. I might have cried. We sat in silence,  save the cyclical beeps of a  

pedestrian crossing on the street below. It could be seen from the room’s solitary window, which sat 

level atop a large crack in the wall containing the glass. Her blotched, salmony-skin matched the 



peeling paint that once covered the same wall alongside it. Such a small window. She was slumped 

in her seat and snorted occasionally. As her trotters clacked in tempo with the electronic beeps, 

thumping the sullied wooden floor, she slowly carved me open with a jagged glare.

I showed no curiosity in him, which by all accounts was not a difficult feat. Ignorance of such 

hapless beasts was a common practice of mine, offers of warm drinks and pastries regardless. He 

had the look of an over-worked butcher; winded, plump eyes and a face like a third-division rugby 

ball. Tossing her the scone like it was a rotten apple, he sat, but not before she had snatched it mid-

air and hogged it down, looking to him with squealing eyes for the encore. She would never be 

satisfied. 

He observed me with a predatory gleam. Though in all likelihood not a butcher, it seemed to 

have been his innate ability to survey and determine where the meatiest part was to slice into a 

body. Dirty. Breasts and bum, I felt like shouting at him but I remained cool. If I lost it here, who 

knew what would happen to me. Muddied and trapped in this sty forever. My word.

I  had  to  focus  the  entire  evening  to  tune  out  his  carnivorous  appraisals  and  her  dreadful 

transmissions. That piggy cow, I should have thumped her square in the snout.


